Putting Formal Description of Software Architecture in Practice: Good News, Bad News.
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Since a few years the research group in L’Aquila has been carrying on work in the field of architectural design. Our first activity has been to face the problem of formally defining an SA description. In this context the use of a rewriting-based specification language, the Chemical Abstract Machine, already known in the literature, to describe software architectures has been proposed [7, 8]. There were several reasons to attack the problem of suitably describing Software Architectures with a formal approach. Software Architectures exhibit both static and dynamic features, have to be described at a high level of abstraction, and must be comprehensible to a variety of users who have different educational background and different goals. All these requirements suggest Software Architecture descriptions must be precise, non ambiguous, general, abstract and expressive. On the other hand, since SA description have to be as abstract and concise as possible, the SA field seemed to be a good benchmark on which formal techniques might show their usefulness as opposed to the specification field, in which the scaling up problem blocked, de facto, the use of formal techniques in real world projects. Our approach has been shown to be quite effective in terms of verification and analysis of software architecture properties, both behavioral [7, 8] and quantitative [5, 6, 3]. Recently, the architectural description have been used to derive or to retrieve information useful to devise integration testing plans [1, 2]. In all these cases we could rely on a formal SA description that we developed, in one of the above cases we dealt with a real case study, that is the SA description of a system we specified was then used to design the actual system implementation in a standard refinement development strategy. As a matter of fact all the system descriptions we worked on were quite small and could be easily formally analyzed both algebraically and through model checking techniques.

Since a couple of years we got involved in joint projects with three different telecommunications companies, in all the projects we were asked to work on the SA description of (part of) one of their product system. We started then experiencing reverse engineering problems. All our customers wanted as ultimate goal to achieve a clear and effective SA description in order to conduct predictive analysis and evaluation of the architectural choices. In most cases their primary interest was in predicting system performance behavior. One of them was also interested in evaluating and measure changes impact on the architectural design. Another was also interested in obtaining a complete and clear documentation of the system.

The first problem we had to face in these cases was the choice of the ADL. We never thought of using formal ADLs, either Cham or others, mainly for a problem of standard maturity. We decided to use UML [15, 16] as our driven technology. There are several motivations for this choice. The first one is that we had to use a standard and tool supported set of notations to carry out the documentation phase. The second is that several authors used it in architectural descriptions even for large systems [12, 13, 14]. Last but not least, for the environments we were referring to the use of UML was already a big deviation step from their standard developing process.
All the systems we dealt with are event-based telecommunication systems, written in proprietary languages. The peculiarity of this kind of systems is that the most complex part of their model understanding deals with the dynamics as opposed to the static system structure. From a static structural point of view the source code is rather simple in terms of both internal control flow and of data structures complexity. On the contrary the components interactions can be extremely complex and deeply intertwined with operating systems and hardware communication protocols. UML has been used to model the static description (using stereotyped Class diagrams) and components interactions (using Sequence and State Diagrams). Obviously this showed to be quite unsatisfactory with respect to the dynamic modeling. In one case, we tried to introduce besides UML, formal descriptions as well. We were in fact interested in predictive performance analysis and we were trying to apply our approach [6, 3] for the derivation of performance model. This approach requires the construction of the global system finite state model. We used a Labelled Transition System (LTS), based on the FSP [10, 9] specification, generated using the LTSA tool [11]. This modeling technique although useless to analyze the system global behaviour (due to state explosion) resulted in an interesting tool to analyze subsystem behaviour. To overcome the state explosion problem we are defining a way to get the information needed for the performance model out of a set of sequence diagrams enriched by state information retrieved from the single component state diagram [4].

Summarizing our experience, we are interested in discussing the role of formal SA descriptions in real projects as it can be realistically proposed nowadays. We believe that standard techniques should be used to the maximum extent and that formal techniques should be coherently combined with them.
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